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Abstract. Under the backdrop of the knowledge economy and globalization, the cultural creative industry, with its unique innovativeness and high added value, has gradually become a new driving force for economic development. Cultural creative parks, as vital platforms for the development of the cultural industry, have aggregated numerous creative enterprises and talents, becoming significant platforms for urban cultural innovation and cultural exchange. The innovation in development and management models of these parks is crucial for enhancing the competitiveness of the cultural industry and promoting urban cultural prosperity. However, with the rapid development of the cultural creative industry, traditional management models can no longer meet the developmental needs of these parks. Therefore, it is imperative to first clarify the functions of cultural creative parks, analyze the factors influencing their development one by one, base strategies on actual conditions, actively explore development and management models, establish market positioning, build on traditional management philosophies with modern management concepts, and strengthen brand building through resource optimization and integration. Implementing these strategies can effectively enhance the operational efficiency and service quality of cultural creative parks, attract more high-quality enterprises and talents, and promote the sustained and healthy development of the parks.
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1. Introduction

Driven by cultural diversity, the cultural entrepreneurship industry, as an emerging sector, has gradually become a significant force in driving economic transformation, upgrading, and enhancing market competitiveness. Cultural creative parks, as critical carriers for industrial development, have gathered a vast number of creative enterprises and professional talents, playing a key role in promoting cultural exchange, outcome transformation, and structural optimization. However, due to the rapid development of the cultural creative industry, previous development and management models of cultural creative parks can no longer meet current needs. Rigid management models fail to meet market innovation demands, and homogeneous competition among parks hinders distinctive development. Therefore, it is necessary to comprehensively analyze the functions of cultural creative parks, clarify the factors influencing their development, and propose targeted development strategies and innovative paths for management models[1-4]. After a prolonged period of development exploration, further integration of the cultural creative industry with related industries is promoted, advancing the cultural industry to become a pillar of the national economy. Cultural creative parks are also becoming new symbols of urban culture, injecting new vitality into urban socio-economic development.

2. Functions of Cultural Creative Parks

Cultural creative parks, as the core engines driving cultural innovation, carry multiple important functions, as illustrated in Figure 1. These functions are interwoven, collectively building a vibrant and creative cultural ecosystem.
2.1. **Industry Aggregation Function**

In today's societal context, the cultural creative industry, with its unique innovativeness, has gradually become a crucial force in driving socio-economic development. As vital carriers for the development of the cultural creative industry, cultural creative parks play a core role in aggregating industrial resources, promoting innovative cooperation, and enhancing industrial competitiveness. The industry aggregation function is the core function of cultural creative parks. By building a favorable industrial ecological environment, the parks successfully attract numerous cultural creative enterprises, institutions, and talents. These enterprises and talents interact, exchange, and cooperate within the parks, gradually forming scale effects and synergies, driving the innovative development of the entire cultural creative industry. Under the drive of industry aggregation, the resources within the cultural creative parks are utilized more efficiently. Enterprises can share resources, complement each other's strengths, reduce costs, and enhance efficiency. The parks also provide enterprises with support in talents, technology, and finance, further promoting the intensive development of the industry.

2.2. **Cultural Exchange Function**

In today's increasingly globalized world, the cultural exchange function has become an indispensable aspect of cultural creative parks. The parks not only serve as physical spaces for industry aggregation but also act as bridges and bonds for cultural exchange and integration[5-6]. Cultural creative parks gather talents from different fields and backgrounds, each possessing unique cultural perspectives and creative concepts. Within the parks, these talents engage in exchanges and collaborations, learning from each other, sparking new creative ideas, and promoting cultural integration and innovation. This cross-disciplinary and cross-cultural exchange not only enriches the content of cultural creativity but also provides a continuous driving force for industrial innovation. Additionally, cultural creative parks host various cultural activities such as exhibitions, forums, and performances, providing the public with platforms to understand and experience different cultures. These activities enrich the spiritual and cultural lives of citizens and enhance the cultural taste and image of cities. Through participation in these activities, the public can more directly experience the charm of culture, enhancing their awareness and inclusivity of diverse cultures.

2.3. **Creative Incubation Function**

As a unique advantage of cultural creative parks, the creative incubation function provides startup resources and support for startups and individuals. The parks offer high-quality office spaces, allowing creative talents to focus on refining and perfecting their creative works in a comfortable and convenient environment. Additionally, through financial support, mentorship guidance, and other means, the parks provide comprehensive assistance to startups. In terms of finance, the parks establish entrepreneurship funds and introduce venture capital, providing necessary financial support to help
startups overcome early financial challenges. In terms of mentorship, the parks invite industry experts and successful entrepreneurs to serve as mentors, offering professional guidance and advice to help startups avoid risks and grow rapidly. This incubation function helps cultivate new cultural creative enterprises, injecting new vitality into the sustained development of the industry. By continuously incubating new enterprises and projects, cultural creative parks maintain their innovation and vitality, promoting the prosperous development of the industry.

2.4. Leisure and Entertainment Function

As cultural creative parks continue to grow and expand, the leisure and entertainment function emerges as an extension of their services, gradually revealing its unique charm and value. The parks meticulously create a variety of leisure and entertainment facilities and activities, providing the public with culturally rich and enjoyable leisure spaces. People can visit art exhibitions, experiencing the allure of art; listen to concerts, enjoying the purification of music; and participate in various cultural interactive experiences, personally feeling the charm of culture. These diverse leisure and entertainment activities meet the public's demands for cultural consumption and leisure entertainment, enhancing the attractiveness and influence of the parks. Additionally, the development of leisure and entertainment functions helps promote the integration of the cultural industry with other industries. Through cooperation with tourism, catering, retail, and other industries, the parks can create comprehensive cultural consumption platforms, attracting more tourists and consumers to experience, thereby bringing more economic growth points to the cultural industry and providing more development opportunities for other industries, achieving a win-win development of industries.

3. Factors Influencing the Development of Cultural Creative Parks:

3.1. Economic Factors

The level of economic development, market demand, and consumer capability in a region can directly reflect the development potential and market space of the cultural creative industry[7]. In economically developed areas, due to their broad markets and abundant resources, more investments and enterprises are attracted. The influx of capital and aggregation of enterprises provide strong development momentum for cultural creative parks. As consumer capability increases, the demand for cultural creative products also continues to grow, providing a vast market space for the development of the cultural creative industry. However, merely having economic conditions is not sufficient. Cultural creative parks also need to deeply explore the cultural connotations of the region, combine market demands, and develop culturally distinctive creative products. This approach can meet consumer needs, enhancing the brand influence and market competitiveness of the parks. While economic factors are important, they are not the sole determinants. In the development process, cultural creative parks should fully utilize economic advantages while also focusing on exploring cultural connotations, enhancing innovation capabilities, and achieving a positive interaction and mutual development between the economy and culture.

3.2. Environmental Factors

The natural environment, cultural atmosphere, and infrastructure of the parks directly affect the willingness of enterprises and talents to settle in, as well as their creative inspiration and industrial development motivation. When talents are in environments surrounded by green trees and fragrant flowers, their thinking becomes more active, and their creativity becomes richer. Such environments can inspire the creative passions of talents, prompting them to create more creative and meaningful works. A rich cultural atmosphere is the soft power of cultural creative parks. Parks with rich historical and cultural heritage and diverse artistic atmospheres can attract more talents with similar interests and ideas to gather. Here, they can learn from each other, exchange ideas, and collectively promote the prosperous development of the cultural creative industry. Convenient infrastructure is the hard support for the development of cultural creative parks. Well-developed transportation
networks, efficient communication facilities, and high-quality public services all provide convenient working and living conditions for enterprises and talents. The level of infrastructure development directly affects the attractiveness and competitiveness of the parks, serving as an important guarantee for their sustained development.

3.3. Talent Factors

As a representative of knowledge-intensive industries, the cultural creative industry has an urgent demand for high-quality, innovative talents. The richness of talent reserves, the perfection of talent cultivation mechanisms, and the quality of the talent ecological environment are all directly related to the park's innovation capability and development potential. Successful cultural creative parks must have the ability to attract and retain outstanding talents. This means that parks must not only offer competitive salaries and benefits but also create a conducive work environment and an innovative atmosphere, allowing talents to fully utilize their abilities and creativity. Additionally, parks should actively collaborate with universities and research institutions to establish talent cultivation bases, providing fresh talent to support the park’s development. Furthermore, parks should focus on building a healthy talent ecosystem, which includes optimizing park infrastructure, enhancing the cultural atmosphere, and strengthening communication and collaboration within the park. A positive talent environment attracts more talents, sparks their innovative energy, and encourages collaboration, driving continuous innovation and development in the park.

4. Strategies for Development and Innovative Management Models in Cultural Creative Parks

4.1. Precise Market Positioning

Before planning cultural creative parks, it is essential to analyze the market environment and own conditions thoroughly to define a clear market positioning. This foundation is crucial for the park's development and is key to its success in the competitive market, as illustrated in Figure 1. First, positioning the park based on the cultural characteristics of the region is an important step in leveraging its unique advantages. Different regions possess unique historical and cultural heritages and regional characteristics, which parks should utilize to form culturally distinctive creative industry clusters[8-9]. Second, aligning the park with the industrial base helps achieve industrial chain perfection and upgrading. Parks should analyze the strengths and weaknesses of existing industries, identify key areas for development, and around these areas, build a complete industrial chain to create industry aggregation effects. Lastly, positioning based on developmental goals ensures the
sustainability and forward-thinking of the park's development. Parks should define short-term and long-term development goals, develop corresponding strategies and plans, ensuring that the park continues to evolve and remain up-to-date as it grows.

4.2. Optimizing Resource Integration

To foster continuous innovation and development, parks can cleverly utilize resources from government, businesses, universities, and research institutions to form a strong synergy, as shown in Figure 3. First, parks should actively seek government policy support and funding. Government support not only provides solid financial backing for the construction and development of the park but also creates more developmental opportunities at the policy level. By effectively utilizing government resources, parks can optimize their development environment and attract more high-quality enterprises and talents. Second, parks should establish close partnerships with universities and research institutions. These institutions have rich talent resources and research capabilities, essential for the park's innovative development. Through collaboration, parks can engage in joint technological research and talent development, promoting deep integration of industry, academia, and research, enhancing the park's innovation capacity and core competitiveness. Third, parks should also actively cooperate with businesses to leverage their market resources and industrial advantages, promoting rapid development of the park's industries. By building platforms for cooperation between businesses and academic or research institutions, parks can facilitate technology transfer and the transformation of achievements, achieving deep integration of the industrial chain, innovation chain, and financial chain.

![Figure 3. Distribution of resource integration sources in cultural and creative parks](chart.png)

4.3. Incorporating Modern Concepts

The development of cultural creative parks relies on the deep application of modern management concepts and methods. To promote scientific and standardized management of the park, it should actively adopt and learn from both domestic and international advanced park management experiences, while closely integrating these practices with its actual conditions to create a distinctive management system. In building the management system, parks should focus on optimizing organizational structures, perfecting process management, and innovating incentive mechanisms. By setting clear functional roles for departments and defining responsibility divisions, parks can ensure efficient operation of all activities[10]; by optimizing process management, they can reduce redundancy in decision-making and execution, enhancing management efficiency and promoting sustainable development of the park. Additionally, parks should focus on introducing modern information technologies such as the internet and big data to enhance the park’s level of
informatization. Building an information platform to facilitate real-time sharing and efficient use of various types of information within the park supports decision-making. Through the introduction of modern management concepts and the application of information technology, cultural creative parks can continuously improve management efficiency and service quality, providing a strong guarantee for the park's innovative development.

5. Conclusion
With the rapid development of technology, new opportunities have arisen for the cultural creative industry. As a core carrier of this industry, the importance and influence of cultural creative parks have become increasingly prominent. In-depth research into the development models of cultural creative parks reveals significant shortcomings in traditional management models, which no longer meet current needs. Therefore, based on actual development conditions, proposing innovative and actionable development strategies and management models helps solve existing problems in park development and provides strong support for the park's long-term development. However, this work is a systematic project that cannot achieve significant results in a short time. In the development and management of cultural creative parks, continuous exploration, practice, and experience summarization are necessary. Future cultural creative parks will focus more on characteristic and differentiated development, emphasizing the transformation and application of innovative achievements and the deep integration with related industries. With collective efforts, cultural creative parks will surely usher in a brighter future.
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